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Abstract. While CALL research into collaborative writing in the L2 using wikis
has mainly focused on the texts written by learners in terms of their grammatical
accuracy (e.g. Mak & Coniam, 2008; Lee, 2010), the purpose of the present study
is to draw attention to these texts as instances of a given genre. It reports on a
small-scale experiment investigating a collaborative writing assignment using wikis
focusing on the narrative genre. Specifically, it explores the extent to which firstyear students in the Degree Course in Linguistic and Cultural Mediation at Ca’
Foscari University of Venice (Italy) used wikis to include hypermedia objects such
as audios, videos, images and hyperlinks when engaging with this genre online. The
study draws on Systemic Functional Linguistics (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004)
theory and its extensive research into genre analysis, in particular Hasan’s (1984)
Generic Structure Potential (henceforth, GSP) and its application to nursery tales.
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1.

Introduction

The use of wiki for collaborative writing in L2 is nothing new. Several studies
have focused mainly on the writing process, demonstrating that, inter alia, from
a pedagogical standpoint, wikis promote peer-to-peer interaction (e.g. Bradley,
Lindström, & Rystedt, 2010) and facilitate effective, collaborative language learning
(e.g. Oskoz & Elola, 2010), while from a linguistic perspective they enhance
learners’ attention to lexicogrammatical form (e.g. Lee, 2010). In particular, wiki
texts have been analysed in terms of their lexicogrammatical accuracy (e.g. Mak &
Coniam, 2008), while their compliance with genre conventions has, in comparison,
been rather neglected (but see Alyousef & Picard, 2011; Kuteeva, 2011). Yet the
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affordances provided by wikis as regards well-established genres such as those
explored in the studies mentioned above (i.e. stories, brochures and reports) ought,
perhaps, to arouse interest among linguists, too.
A wiki is a website where those who use it can add, edit and delete contents in
terms of written text, hyperlinks, and multimedia objects such as audios, videos,
and images; it also has a page history that keeps a record of all the changes the page
has undergone thus allowing users to understand the page’s evolution over time.
Providing a thorough account of how wikis can reshape existing genres – a book
waiting to be written – falls outside the scope of this paper. Rather, in this study, the
goal was to measure compliance with and deviation from Hasan’s (1984) model of
bedtime stories in collaborative wiki writing.
In theory, the reading pathway in a wiki vis-à-vis a book can be affected by the
use of hyperlinks: a book’s sequential reading convention gives way to multiple
readings, as hypertext fiction has shown (Aarseth, 1997). Readers’ roles change
as they can decide how the story will develop by either clicking or ignoring a
link. Moreover, while in children’s storybooks illustrations commonly function to
“expand, explain, interpret, or decorate a written text” (Bodmer, 1992, p. 72), in
wikis they can be used in more creative ways. An example is provided in Il racconto
a disegni (The tale in drawings) in the Italian children’s magazine La Pimpa2 where
drawings replace carefully-selected nouns (e.g. the noun pappagallina (parrot) in
the noun phrase la pappagallina Tita (Tita the parrot)). Finally, audio files can be
used in lieu of language for direct speech or provide background music to amuse
the readers during the reading.
Using Hasan’s (1984) model of nursery tales, this paper reports on an experiment
to discover whether the hypermedia affordances provided by wikis engendered
compliance or deviance with regard to this model.

2.

Method

2.1.

Participants

The experiment involved 55 first-year students in the Degree Course in Linguistic
and Cultural Mediation at Ca’ Foscari University of Venice attending a 30-hour
course on the English verb phrase. The class was divided into 13 groups of four

2. A sample is available at http://www.francopaniniragazzi.it/pimpa/it.fcp.pimpariviste.aprile/disegni.html
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students each and one of three. Each group had a wiki page and a forum they were
encouraged to use to swap ideas.
2.2.

Assignment

The online assignment was designed to foster students’ communicative competence
(Hymes, 1972) in English, thus complementing the traditional grammar-translation
method adopted in class. Each group was asked to write an original bedtime story
collaboratively using a wiki. In the instructions, the students were encouraged to
use Hasan’s (1984) textual model and to add the multimedia resources available
through the wiki toolbar (e.g. videos, photos and emoticons) to this language only
genre model.
2.3.

Data analysis

The 14 bedtime stories that were produced were analysed following Hasan’s
(1984) GSP model which provides the structural elements present in tales, specifies
the obligatory and optional ones, and arranges them in order on the basis of their
occurrence. The model is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Hasan’s (1984) GSP model of nursery tales

The analysis also took the semiotic resources used in the development of the story
and their function into account.

3.

Discussion

The themes of the 14 stories are run-of-the-mill. For example, they involve stories
about beautiful princesses who succeed in not marrying the old man their father
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imposed on them, as well as stories about mistreatment of humanised animals in
zoos that in the end are freed. The picture emerging from these stories indicates
strong compliance with Hasan’s (1984) model and limited use of hypermedia
resources. None of the groups included hyperlinks with the result that the story
follows the top-bottom, left-right reading pathway typical of the printed page.
Similarly, no audios were included. However, two groups included a video taken
from YouTube, specifically a video presenting Brahm’s lullaby – a favourite among
parents. In one case, the video precedes the start of the story and in the other case it
comes after the end as if it were a mere adjunct in terms of Hasan’s (1984) model.
Both these adjuncts are action-oriented: the first invites the reader to play the song
as a warm-up and if they let it play, it will accompany the reading; the second
invokes the typical action of singing a lullaby that parents undertake once the story
they are reading is finished.
As can be inferred from the posts published in the forum, students were particularly
sensitive to images: all the groups made use of images, some even drew their own
drawings, while others made use of computer graphic software tools – not in the
wiki toolbar – to draw them. From a subjective point of view, the degree of image
integration varies: while there is general coherence between the details provided in
the text and the drawings, some groups using clip arts do not seem to achieve the
desired coherence between text and image.
From a more objective standpoint, there is compliance with Hasan’s (1984) model
as all the obligatory elements are present. A good example is the animal story
mentioned above where the animals decide to do something to help a mistreated
lion cub (Initiating Event), go to his cage to comfort him, but when the zookeeper
discovers them he realises he has been mean to them (Sequent Events) and frees
the animals (Final Event). Additionally, many stories included the optional Moral
element. The students’ forum discussion about whether this was compulsory
indicates their interest in genre coherence. Some pleasing creativity vis-à-vis
textual structure is evident such as the optional mini-genre (Baldry & Thibault,
2006) we can call Book Cover consisting of a picture recalling the content of the
story, the story’s title and the names of the writers occurring at the top of the page.
However, none of the students’ story significantly modifies the narrative structure
outlined in Hasan’s (1984) model.

4.

Conclusions

The affordances provided by wikis to reshape the narrative genre have been partly
documented. The experiment reported is an attempt to shift the research focus from
lexicogrammatical accuracy to students’ awareness and mastery of text and genre
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characteristics. Many aspects of this shift, such as the effects of peer collaboration
in the writing process, on the end product warrant further investigation that goes
beyond this pilot study.
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